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The objective of this communication is to show that Tainiter’s technique of 
characterizing and counting idempotent elements in a symmetric semigroup can 
be strengthened and generalized to apply to the characterization and counting 
of all elements of any symmetric semigroup and in fact of any symmetric 
m-semigroup. Some of the counting formulas obtained are quite complicated. 
Their computational aspects and the combinatorial analysis of their generating 
functions will be left for a later paper. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
By an m-semigroup is meant an algebraic structure (A, [***I) consisting 
of a set A and an m-ary operation B : Am -+ A where &x1 , x, ,..., x,) = 
blX2 ..* x,,J and 
Kw2 *** &IL1 &n,l *-* Xzm-,] = [x,x, *** [xi+lxi+$ --* Xi+J *** xgm-J 
for all i = I,2 ,..., m - 1 and x1 , x, ,..., x,,-, E A. Thus, an ordinary 
semigroup is a 2-semigroup. 
For any m - 1 sets X, , X, ,..., X,.-r , the set 
SW1 , KS ,***, -L-l) 
I 
m-1 
= s:ylxi- F: X, 1 f(X,) E .J&) where u = (12 .a. m - l)\ 
forms an m-semigroup under the operation defined by [ fi fa *++ fm] = 
fiOfi0 *** 0 fm . Observe that, if m > 2 and the sets X1 ,..., X,-, are 
disjoint, then fi ofi 4 S(X, ,..., A&..,) for every fi , fi E S(X, ,..., A’,,&. 
When m = 2, then S(X, ,..., J&-J reduces to S(X,), the ordinary sym- 
* The author’s untimely death occurred shortly after submission of this article. 
The article was revised by J. D. Monk. 
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metric semigroup on X, . In the case in which j X, 1 = ... = / X,-, 1 = K, 
the subset P,(X, ,..., X,-r) _C S(X, ,..., X,-r) of all bijections is called 
a symmetric m-group. An m-semigroup (A, [a..]) is said to be an m-group 
if and only if for all a, ,..., a,, b E A there exist uniquely elements 
x1 ,..., x, E A such that 
(See i41.1 
bl% *.* am] = b,..., [ala2 ... x,] = b. 
The following representation theorems are known for m-semigroups 
(m-groups): 
THEOREM 1 [3]. Any m-semigroup (m-group) is isomorphic to a sub- 
m-semigroup (sub-m-group) of some symmetric m-semigroup S(X, ,..., X,,+,) 
(m-group P(X, ,..., X,-J) with Xl ,..., X,-, disjoint. 
From this, it follows that an m-semigroup (m-group) is a sub-reduct 
(coset) of an ordinary semigroup (group). 
If in an m-semigroup (A, [+.*I) one inductively defines X(O) = x and 
X<k+l> = [X(WX **. x] for all k = 0, l,..., IZ ,..., then xck> is the power 
xkcnz-l)+l in the covering semigroup (so that we may identify (k) with 
k(m - 1) + 1); further, the following exponential laws are valid for all 
XEA: 
Lx 
WXW . . . Xw - 1-x <rl+Tg+*-+rm+l) 
An element e E A is called an idempotent if and only if e(l) = e. For each 
element a in an m-semigroup with a finite number of elements, there is 
a smallest natural number n such that a@) = a(‘> for some non-negative 
integer r < 7t. The integer r is uniquely determined by the natural number n 
(see [5]) and is called the radix of a, while p = 12 - r is called the period 
of a. Thus an element of an m-semigroup is idempotent if and only if its 
radix is 0 and its period 1. For ordinary semigroups (m = 2), the radix 
of an element is one less than its so-called index (see [l]). 
II. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
The following is fundamental in what follows: 
LEMMA 1. Let f : X -+ X. Then f m = f i (where i < m and f Ic = 
fofo *-- 0 f (k times)) if and onZy iff m--i 1 f i(X) = lri(x). These conditions 
also imply that f 1 f”(X) is a permutation. 
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Proof. The first part is completely straightforward, as is the veri& 
cation that f 1 f”(X) is injective. Since f”(X) = f”(X) cf*+l(X) cf”(X), 
we have f’(X) =fi+l(X) and hence f Ifi is surjective and therefore 
a permutation. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f : X -+ X. Then f m = f if and only if f 1 f(X) is 
a permutation such that 
fin-’ If(X) = bw- 
Of course, a special case of this corollary is the theorem of Tainiter [6]: 
f2 = f if and only iff I f(X) = lrcx). 
THEOREM 2. f E Xx = S(X) has index i and period p if and only if 
;;;y Cf”-‘(X) C s-e Cf(X) C X an p is the smallest positive integer such d 
f lJ If”(X) = If’(X) . 
These conditions also imply 
I X\f(X)l 2 If (x> \f”(X>I 2 *** > If’-‘Q \fWl > 0. 
Proof. The first part is easily established using the lemma. To establish 
the second part it is enough to observe that 
f”Q \f”+w cf W-‘(X) \f”(X)) for all k < i. 
III. APPLICATIONS 
The first two results of this section do not actually make use of the 
propositions of the preceding, but they have been included here because 
of their fundamental nature in the counting formulas for semigroups and 
m-semigroups that will be presented. 
APPLICATION 1. The number of elements of order (period) k in the 
symmetric group P(X) with I X I = n is 
p:(k) = c k’ r , !. k r t ’ 
1'1. 28. 
where the summation ranges over all r, > O,..., r, > 0 such that 
rlkl i- *** + rhk, = n, k, > **a > k, 2 1, and LCM(k, ,..., kJ = k. 
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ProoJ Any permutation on n letters is of order k if and only if it 
consists of cycles of lengths k, ,..., k, whose least common multiple (LCM) 
is k. 
APPLICATION 2. The number of elements of order P(m - 1) (period p) 
in the symmetric m-group P(X, ,..., X,-r) with 1 Xi / = n for all 
i = 1, 2,..., m - 1 is 
where the summation runs over all sequences k, > k, > a** > k, > 1 
such that k,r, + *.* + ksrs = n and LCM(k, ,..., k,) = p. 
ProoJ: There are clearly Qm-l ways of choosing subsets Y, _C Xi 
with 1 Yi / = k, , i = l,..., m - 1. For each such choice, it is easily 
checked that there are (k,!)“-2(k, - l)! ways of choosing k,(m - l)- 
cycles in YI ,..., Ymml . The formula then follows by an easy calculation. 
APPLICATION 3. The number of idempotent elements in the symmetric 
m-semigroup S(X, ,.. . , X,-,) on the disjoint sets Xi such that ) Xi 1 = ni 
(i = l,..., m - 1) is 
S” nlna. ..,m-,(o, 1) = zl (;) (;) . . . pil) knl+n,+“‘+n,-l-K(m-l)(k !)m-2, 
where n = min{n, , n2 ,..., n,&. 
Proof: Recall f~ S(X, ,..., X,-b is idempotent if and only if f” = f, 
f(Xl> c x2 ,...,fGL-3 c Xl 9 
(Jy=J’f(XJ. Since 
and f is a permutation on f(uEy’Xi) = 
f2txi) = fC.ftxi)) cf(xo(i)) 
for all i = 1, 2,..., m - 1 and 
m-1 
ii fYxi> = f 2 (TI: U xi = ) f (f [gxi)) =f (TJx~)~ 
thenf(f(XJ) =f(X& for all i = 1,2,..., m - 1 and therefore 
lf(xJl = IfWJl = ... = IfWm-31 = k 
Thus 
f If (2 Xi) E P(f(x,-,),f(x,),...,f(x,-2)). 
Observe also that the biggest possible value of k is n = min{n,, n2,..., ?I,-~}. 
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Now the calculation of the formula proceeds analogously to the previous 
applications. 
APPLICATION 4. The number of idempotent elements in a sym- 
metric m-group P(X, ,..., X,-d on disjoint sets Xi such that ] Xi ] = n 
(i = l,..., m - 1) is 
P:(l) = (a!)“-2. 
Observe that, for m = 2 and n = n, , Application 3 degenerates to 
the formula 
W41) = k$o (;) kn-” 
of Tainiter [6] and Harris and Schoenfeld [2], while Application 4 gives 
Pi(l) = 1 for m = 2. 
APPLICATION 5. The number of elements of index 1 (radix 0) and 
period p in a symmetric semigroup S(x) with 1 X 1 = n is 
s:(o, P> = i (;) P:(P) kn-k. 
k--8 
This is really a special case for m = 2 of the following: 
APPLICATION 6. The number of elements of radix 0 and period p in 
a symmetric m-semigroup S(X, ,..., X,J with Xi disjoint and 1 Xi 1 = ni 
(i = l,..., m - 1) is 
s” n1128~~~nm-l(o, p) = i (z)(z) . . . pil) or k(nl+n8+“‘+~,-rk(m-1)), 
k=2, 
where n = min{n, ,..., n,-l}. 
Proof. This is easily obtained from Applications 2 and 3. 
Still another specialization of the preceding application is the following: 
APPLICATION 7. The number of elements of radix 0 and period p 
in a symmetric m-semigroup S(X, ,. . ., X,-J with Xi disjoint and ] Xi 1 = n 
for all i = 1,2,..., m - 1 is 
S:(O, p) = ip (;)“-’ Pr(p) k(n-k)(m-l). 
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Note that this formula and those of Applications 5 and 6 may be written 
in more symmetric form if one defines 
for all k <p. 
APPLICATION 8. The number of elements of index i (i.e., of radix i - 1) 
and period p in S(X) with 1 X ( = n > p + i is given by 
m- - LP) 
(p) 
where the summation runs over all sequences II > n, > *.. > ni > p 
such that n - n, > n, - n2 b ... > n+, - ni > 0. 
Proof. The result is obtained without difficulty by using the theorem 
of the preceding section and then Application 1. 
A similar formula may be obtained for S(X, ,. . . , X,-,) but it is extremely 
complicated. We shall be content therefore in merely stating the result. 
The proof anyway is conceptually the same as that of the preceding one. 
APPLICATION 9. The number of elements of radix r and period p 
in any m-semigroup S(X, ,..., X,-J on disjoint sets Xi with 1 Xi 1 = ni 
(i = 1, 2,..., m - 1) is 
where the summation ranges over all (r) + 1 by m - 1 matrices of natural 
numbers 
n1 
km-l 
n2.m-2 
: 
n2 n3 
. . . 
n,-, 
nil n,, ... n1,m-2 
n2.m-1 n21 *a* n2.m-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
nm-2,2 k2,3 h-2,4 "- nm-2,1 
nm-l,l nm-k2 nm-l,3 ..- nm-l.m-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n(T>.m-l n(T),1 n<r),2 ... n<r),m-2 
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satisfying the conditions 
n(,>,m-l = --* = n~.~-~. = w , 
m-1 m-1 m-1 
Z/j> p- j=l > C w,i = Cm - 1) w , 
m-1 m-1 m-1 
zl (4 - %d) a C hi - n2i) 3 *** 3 C (ll<,)-1.j - n(,>), 
j=l j=l 
nj > nlj 2 *.* > n+) (j = 1, 2 ,..., m - l), 
nl > km-, b *.a 3 n+)-l.l 2 nw , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n,-, > nl.m-2 3 ... 3 n(r)-l.m-l 2 n(,> . 
For any fe,SS(X, ,..., X,-,) of radix I and period p observe that 
nj = 1 X, 1 and 
nij = IfYWl for all j = 1, 2,..., m - 1 and i = 1, 2 ,..., (r). 
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